
  
 

How Can You Deploy the Loyalty Ladder For Success? 

Customer loyalty is something we all cherish. It is the oil that lubricates our success 
machine! The more loyal our customers are, the more critical mass we create in our 
following and our sales momentum. As we do the things that help us earn that loyalty we 
tend to decrease customer turnover and move closer to trusted advisor status. 

We all know customer loyalty is a good thing, but do we monitor it and work consciously 
each day to ensure that each appropriate step is taken with every customer? The “Loyalty 
Ladder” is a tool to help us greatly as we work toward earning the ultimate reward of long 
term repeat business. 

There are six rungs to the Loyalty Ladder. We need to be intricately familiar with each and 
work to move people and companies up the ladder rung by rung.  

 

The first rung at the bottom of the Loyalty Ladder is SUSPECTS. 

SUSPECTS are those who have never done business with you and may not even know of 
you, but may do business with you when approached. This, of course, necessitates 
proactive marketing and sales call activity to initiate the sales cycle. (The sales cycle is 



defined as the length of time which transpires from the time of first contact until the time 
an order is placed. It could be days, months or years. 

 

The second rung of the Loyalty Ladder is assigned to PROSPECTS. 

Prospects are those you have approached and are attempting to turn into buyers. If the 
prospects are qualified it means they have a need or desire for your product or 
service…and they have the ability to pay.  

 

CUSTOMERS occupy the third rung on the ladder. 

When you are successful in your sales efforts, your Prospects become your Customers. 
Your goal then becomes to convince them to buy more and more from you over time. Your 
resourcefulness and careful attention to every facet of exceptional customer service can 
help you gain their confidence and loyalty and put you on the fast track to replacing 
incumbent suppliers in the process! 



 

CLIENTS are those who used to be Customers, but the relationship matured 
and improved over time. 

As you started to prove your worth as a professional who responded to their needs, they 
began to see you in a more positive light. They consider you a valuable resource now and 
the descriptor Client fits better. 

 

 

When your efforts move your Clients to the ADVOCATE rung of the Loyalty 
Ladder, all kinds of great things begin to happen for you! 

After people have been your Clients for a while - and you continue to exceed their 
expectations and provide great service - there is an excellent potential for them to become 
more loyal to you. As this advanced relationship matures over time, and they have shown 



that they trust you implicitly, you will have earned the right for them to assume the role as 
an ADVOCATE for you.  

In addition to your continuing sales transactions with them, your Advocates might 
periodically give you unsolicited referred leads for new business. That’s because you have 
served them with integrity and they will want their friends or acquaintances to enjoy the 
experience of doing business with you as well! 

 

The top rung of the Loyalty Ladder is attained for those 
who have reached CONFIDANT status! 

This is the rung on the Loyalty ladder we should all strive for… with each customer. Some 
people are in business for decades and never have anyone in this category – it is that 
special. Confidants are people who not only won’t give your competitor an order they 
won’t even give them an appointment! They may also become the best of friends, and you 
may enjoy personal time with them (golf outing or other sporting event). It is a treasured 
relationship.  

I had a confidant for twenty years who not only did considerable business with me, he also 
referred me to his friends and contacts which subsequently resulted in millions of dollars’ 
worth of additional business for me. He was truly one of my best friends. He and his wife 
and my wife and I even travelled together on several occasions.  

If you have a few Confidants during your career, you are fortunate indeed! 

In the next DHR we will pursue how you can best utilize the Loyalty Ladder for continuing 
success. 
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